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The Pond of Doom 
NEMEROTHS DREAD ELVES VERSES ULTHREDS DWARVEN HOLDS 

Figure 1. The very blurry generals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The downright dirty Dread Elves of Nemeroth clash with the crapulous kin of King Ulthreds 

Dwarven Throng. Let battle commence! Last one in the water is a rotten Grotling! 

PREMISE 

It’s time for Thane Uberbeards bicentennial bath, a most important, solemn and venerable 

occasion. But sneaky elves have hidden all the soap! Now how is Uberbeard going to get all the many 

years of crumbs and stale beer out of his beard? There’s nothing else for it but to take the elves to 

arms and wrestle control of the Matey Bubble Bath from their thieving grasp… 

THE DETAILS 

VERSION:   2.4 

POINTS:   1500 

FORCES: Dread Elves VS Dwarven Holds (for list specifics contact the 

generals!) 

DEPLOYMENT:   Battleline (because we’re lazy). 48” x 48” board. 

SECONDARY OBJECTIVE: Capture the Flags 

BATTLE BEER:   There was none! Not one single quaff!  I’m a sad and sober Satyr. 

PRELIMINARIES:  Jonbob (Aka Ulthred) won the roll off for sides and took the 

southern end. After a couple of drops from both sides he threw everything down and elected to go 

second. 

His forces pretty much formed up in the centre of the field; Scott (aka. Nemeroth) spread his forces 

across the length of the table. See the piccies for more detail. 

Jonbob won the roll off to take second turn. 
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Figure 2. The Dread Elf Battle Line. The Executioners are hiding behind the tower. Most sneaky... 
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Figure 3. The Dwarven battle line. Nemroth points and an accusatory finger. ‘What’s your Thane got 
again?’ 
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Figure 4. The field and forces in all their glory. 

Magic: 

See accompanying photo. The dwarfs had no magic bound or otherwise. Both armies had a 

hereditary magic bonus but they cancelled each other out. I haven’t mentioned it much because I’m 

lazy. 
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Figure 5. Ooo! A myriad of evil deviousness to unleash upon the unsuspecting beard enthusiasts. 
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DREAD Elf Turn 1 

MOVEMENT: 

A general cautious advance on the elves part. 

 

MAGIC: 

Card drawn was 8. Scott saved two for the next turn ending up with 9 dice. He put Scrying on the 

Legionnaires which Ulthred let go and the attribute on the Corsairs.  

The Wizardess then tried The Stars Align on the Dread Reaper but JB used his whole magic pool to 

quash it. 

SHOOTING: 

The Dread Reaper loosed its first volley at the Forge Wardens but only managed to take down a 

single stunty. Stunty Shish! 
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Figure 6. The Reaper Bolt Thrower is awarded the Man of the Moment trophy for drawing first blood! 

Dwarven Holds Turn 1 

MOVEMENT: 

The Thane sent his retinue and the warriors against the elven left flank while the Forge Wardens 

set off towards the right, the pirates and Tower Guard. 
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MAGIC: 

Nada. The Dwarfs don’t have any. They are dwarves. And proud of it. 

SHOOTING: 

The Wardens light up the Corsairs scoring loads of hits and wounds but most were saved by their 

armour, just the one swarthy, rum-soaked elf was roasted. 

Dread Elves turn 2 

MOVEMENT: 

There was much deliberation. Finally the legionnaires decide to charge the Grey Beards and thane. 

A bunch of throwing axes fly at them but they make the charge unscathed. 

The executioners take up position in the lake readying themselves to receive a charge by the Dwarf 

Warriors. 

The corsairs stalk right up in to the faces of the Forge Wardens, close enough to be in close range of 

their handbows but still far away enough to react fire to them charging. Sexy plays by the sneaky 

elves. Nah, first volley, they lined up to deflect the Flammers and target seeker. I’ not so sure… 
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Possibly other movements, like the sorceress, see photos. 

 

SPELL PHAZE: 

The paltry card 1 is drawn. 

Scrying on the legionnaires, failed, fizzled one dice. 

Stars Align on the Dread Reaper, fail, fizzle 1. 

Crippling fatigue on the gay beards…straight up failed….3 down and out. Poor Nemeroth. 

SHOTS: 

The Corsairs unload their first volley into the Doom Seeker but failed to find a telling mark and 

bring him down. 

The Dread Reaper managed to take a wound off however. 
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COMBAT: 

The legionnaires fluffed their attacks with wild abandon 

The Thane returns with his magic stick of lightning doing a few wounds, one victim managed to 

make a save on a 6! 

The Gaybeards make a good thing of themselves and take down 4 pointy eared peasants. 

The Elves loose by lots and need snake eyes to stick as they are no longer steadfast. They failed and 

the thane elected to pursue. Only just missing catching them. Both units took a DT death from the 

lake. 
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DWARVEN HOLDS TURN 2: 

AMBULATION: 

The Doom Seeker charges the fleeing legionnaires who stagger forward a little more. The deranged 

dwarf continues to chase after them but his stumpy legs just can’t keep up. 

The grey beards charge the Elven sorcerous who is forced to flee less she get trampled. Her flee 

takes her to within a gnats pube of the table edge! 

The grey beards redirect into the legionnaires who stumble forward a few more steps, but they still 

aren’t caught. The dwarfs take 8 DTs from the lake but only one stunty is claimed by its murky 

depths. 

The warriors’ charge the executioners. They connect but loose three to the lake. 
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Figure 7. Chunks of the Elven left flank flee! 

COMBAT: 

The executioners go mental, everyone in the unit scoring a hit and 1o wounds being scored. With 

no armour left it went straight to the dwarfs aegis save and four made it! So only 6 dead. 

The warriors do 5 wounds in return, 2 saves are made despite the dwarves increased AP for 

charging, leaving just 3 dead. 

The Elves win by 1, but not enough to break the dwarves. Who I think got off quite light. 

Dread Elves Turn Thrice 

MANEUVERS: 

No charges. The legionnaires rally and position to deflect any incoming charges into a further 

corner of the battle field. But the Dread Elf general and their only sorceress fails her rally check and 

disappears of the field! Bad times. 
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SHOTS: 

The corsairs plink away at the wardens almost at point blank range. They score lots of hits and 

manage to down two of the burly singed fatties. A close quarter shoot out! 

The Dread Reaper does lots of shots into the Doom Seeker, and despite their rather distracting 

target manage to bring him down before he does any damage and atone for his crimes. Mwah ha ha 

ha! The Greybeards don’t panic because they have beards and beer. 

COMBAT: 

The executioners only managed to dispatch 2 dwarf warriors. Shame. The dwarves retaliate, and 

after some fortunate elven armour saves only 1 is splatted. The dwarves hold again. 

Dwarven Hold Turn 3 

MOVES: 

The thane and his geriatric retinue make a charge into the legionnaires who hold despite being out 

manned and out matched. 

The wardens reform a little to take shots at the Tower Guard being screened by the pirates. 

SHORT BLOKE SHOTS: 

The wardens light up the Tower guard, no modifiers to hit because their surly, grrrr, and manage to 

char 3 elite elves. Face something….? 

COMBAT: 

The weary executioners are starting to get pretty hacked off with their adversaries and chop down 4 

dwarf warriors. The stunties resolute fought back but did bugger all. The elves win by a fair sum 

and finally the dwarves have had enough and leg it! 

 

Either the Executives are forced to, or elect to pursue but somehow the warriors out run them with 

a mighty 10! They pretty scared. Scalping. Both parties loose a couple of troops to the hungry lake. 

The bodies are mounting up! 

The legionnaires stab and slash away at the Gay Beards but only manage to pull down a single 

grumpy guts. The bum beards retaliate and chop down five proud elves! The elves auto break and 

leg it far and quickly. 

The thane and his Old Beards reform to face back towards the lake that has claimed so many of 

their kinsmen. 
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Dread Elf Turn 3 

Its only turn 3! Much blood shed and loss of life. Mwah ha ha ha haaaaaa! 

MOVEMENT: 

The executioners charge the fleeing warriors, they can’t catch them but don’t lose any more of their 

fellows to the evil lake. 

The tower guard and pirates both charge the forge wardens who elect to stand and shoot doing a 

respectable 3 wounds but only one elf downed. The pirates charge into, auto in, but the TG fail. It 

wasn’t even an average charge! They sluggish from lack of fighting. 

 

Figure 8. The short range shoot out ends in a slap fight! 

SHOTS: 

The Reaper flings its pointy load at the fleeing warriors and downs a couple more. 

COMBAT: 

The corsairs fought ferociously but the dwarf resilience and armour proved their undoing and no 

kills scored. The warders go back and pulp a couple of them. 
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The pirates break but only scuttle a few inches while the wardens hold. 

 

Figure 9. The lay of the land so far... 

Dwarven Holds Turn 4 

MOVEMENT: 

There was much uhming and arghing. The balance was hanging on a wire. 

No charges. The fleeing warriors have had enough and exit the venue with their beards between 

their legs! 
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Figure 10. The remaining Dwarf Warriors flee the field! 

ELF FLAMBÉ PHAZE: 

The wardens ignite the pirates doing 4w but only downing 1. 

COMBATS: 

? I’ve put, gay beards TW on fleeing. Legion. 7 hits. 6 ws. Wiped out…? 

Dread Elf Turn 5 

NIMBLY BIMBLYNESS: 

The executives march up toward the wardens to box them in and make sure they can’t fail a charge. 

The pirates rally and reposition to redirect a charge into the tower guard. 
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Figure 11. Looks like a stunty sandwich. 

SHOOT: 

The Reaper impaled another of the embattled wardens. 

Dwarven Holds Turn 5 

WADDLING: 

The Wardens charge and squash the pirates. 

The greybeards shuffled around the far side of the tower, their bead eyes fixed on the Reaper. 

Dread Elf Turn 6 

MOVEMENT: 

The Tower Guard charge the wardens who hold (no reaction shots?). The execs charge their rear. 

The wardens elected to flee from this going right through the tower guard loosing 3 guys. 
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Figure 12. Crazy cunning plays my Ulthred! 

SHOOTING:  

In a final display of brilliance the Reaper pincushion the remaining three wardens securing the 

objective! 

Dwarven Holds Turn 6 

The Thane and is Old Beards can’t reach the Reaper so the game ends there. 

Results 

Jonbob scored a mighty 942 points worth of dead elves. 

Scott scored a respectable 740 points worth of scalped beards. 

Being a difference of 222 points it stood at 12 – 8 for the dwarves. 

But after applying the points for secondary objective it was 11 – 9 for the Dread Elves. 
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Round Up 

Scotts plan was to irritate and bait the dwarf left flank. Even the score. 

Not sure what JBs plan was. Not die horridly or something. 

Everyone was surprised out how long the warriors held out against the executioners. 

The Reaper played a brilliant game in killing the Doom seeker, whittling down and then finishing 

off the Wardens thus securing the 2nd. 

One hell of a game, the drama came in buckets with peaks and troughs on both sides. Some 

incredible maneuvering and fore thought from both generals. This lowly little scribe couldn’t keep 

up. I believe the generals got a little miffed with me constantly saying, ‘what did you just do?’ and 

‘why would you do that?’ and ‘I wish we had beer’. 

MVP’s  

Elves – The Reaper 

Dwarves – Grey beards because they did the most damage. 

But the real winner here is the Pond of Doom! 
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Figure 13. The Pond of Dooms' final tally. 

 


